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Wealth Without a Job
New Book Reveals the Secrets to Financial Freedom and Security
On one side are millions of people who want to start a business, get out of debt, or
become wealthy.
On the other side are get rich quick schemes, lotteries, or high risk investments that make
big promises but deliver very little.
In the middle are two men with a mission.
Andy Fuehl cofounder of Wealth Builders of America announced his book Wealth
Without a Job (Wiley $24.95) along with upcoming seminars across the country.
Andy Fuehl has taught thousands of people to earn the income they want from work they
love.
“ To get different financial results, you require different decisions, strategies, skills and
ways of thinking about money and about yourself. We know that lots of people may not be
sure about where to begin,” says Fuehl, a former Fortune 500 executive turned self made
millionaire
This is a very different sort of book on money. It approaches building wealth by dealing
with how you think about money, wealth, success, etc. The book tells readers exactly
what‘s holding them back and how to fix it.
Wealth Without a Job is a 14 chapter and 271 page book that will guide you on your path
to true riches in life.
Not only is there a book but also there are Wealth Without a Job Three Day Intensive
Seminars being held around the country.
For more information about the book or upcoming events visit www.AndyFuehl.com or
www.WealthWithoutaJob.com
###

BIO

Andy Fuehl Master of Money and Business Psychology is a
Founder of a fast growing Wealthy Entrepreneur Training
company Wealth Builders of America. He teaches people to
break free of the job trap and successfully transition to
entrepreneurship in the business of their choice. Using the
methods Andy teaches in his best selling book Wealth Without
a Job he went from being Unemployed to Millionaire in less
than three years.
Andy is an amazing highly sought after trainer who uses accelerated learning techniques
helping people succeed quickly and easily. He has taught thousands to surpass obstacles
and fear to become leaders in their industry, and excel to their highest potential. His
unique style captivates audiences around the world and more importantly helps
participants to take action in the real world where it counts. Andy is also the author of
Profiting in Turbulent Times and several other books.
Andy is an entrepreneurial leader who has led large-scale technology programs in the
communications and computer industries. He is a leader who has built high performance
global teams and transformed employees into leaders. He is a graduate from Illinois
Institute of Technology in Chicago and has worked for Fortune 500 companies for over
15 years.

HISTORY
Andy Fuehl grew up in Chicago in a middle class family. Both his parents worked very
hard for a living constantly scrimping and saving. Money was always tight in his family
and there was no one in his family that was wealthy.
Andy received his Masters Degree in Electrical Engineering in 1985 from Illinois
Institute of Technology. He worked in Corporate America for Fortune 500 companies for
over 15 years and managed the design of large-scale global communication systems. He
climbed the corporate ladder in search for freedom and security and...
One day after many years of loyal service he was laid off and his income went to zero
overnight. At this point he made a decision that this would never happen to him again. He
decided to become an Entrepreneur and take control of his destiny.
Andy Fuehl started several businesses which ultimately failed. He was losing money
quickly but realized that creating wealth is all an inner game.
When he discovered Neuro Linguistics Programming or NLP and Hypnosis everything
changed. It was a natural talent that Andy had uncovered. He learned and applied these
technologies to business and entrepreneurship to help people succeed quickly.
Since then Andy Fuehl transformed himself into a successful wealthy entrepreneur. He
modeled some of the most successful people on the planet in the area of wealth and
business and discovered their secrets.
Andy implemented the secrets in his own life and become a millionaire in under three
years. He promised and dedicated his life to helping millions of people end frustration
and financial struggle and succeed.
Andy Fuehl now teaches the secrets and battle proven strategies to wealth that he
discovered and has helped thousands of people to do the same. He has kept his promise
and continues to fulfill his mission of making this a more prosperous world for average
people like himself.

Suggested Questions for reporters
Why did you write Wealth Without a Job?
What can readers expect to learn from your book?
What do you see is the biggest obstacle to becoming rich?
Can you really become financially free by changing how you think?
What do you do if you have no money to start a business?
What tools do you give readers in your book?
How long did it take you to write your book?
What was the toughest part about writing your book?
Where can readers get a copy of your book?
What other programs or products do you offer?

